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Why CareRoutes?
Home Based Healthcare has become
an integral element of today’s
changing healthcare systems and is
one of the areas facing complex and
unprecedented challenges.

Automated Scheduling and
Route Optimization Solution

CAREROUTES

The existing inefficient systems
and processes are not meeting
the demands of the marketplace.
CareRoutes has been developed
to address some of those needed
improvements by generating
increased efficiencies in the
management of an organizations
labor.

Features
■■ Initial input of Clients and Caregivers may be added individually or by mapped file upload
■■ System automatically matches Client needs to qualified Caregivers with space in their schedule
■■ Caregivers and administrators assigned user credentials to access the system from any device
connected to the internet
■■ GPS Tracking capabilities of caregivers
■■ Caregivers can view schedule and routes via email or logging into system
■■ Real time monitoring of all caregivers by administration
■■ Capability to re-assign a Caregiver’s Client visits to a Float Pool when necessary
■■ Visitation acknowledgement for arrival and departure of each client’s location
■■ Contact info at hand of all assigned clients when needed through mobile device
■■ Caregivers can review scheduling and client load from home computer prior to start of routes
■■ Detailed Caregiver directions to each individual client visits provided in text and mapping
■■ Detailed Reporting of Caregivers visits mileage and more
■■ Configuration of platform easily customized to meet specific needs of any organization
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“this solution can be customized
to work within your current
systems yet improve the processes
your organization already has in
place”
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Automated Scheduling and
Route Optimization Solution
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Benefits
■■ Efficiencies are generated by automating your scheduling and
optimizing the Caregivers Routes
■■ Expenses are reduced by removing the tasks from the caregivers
and saving mileage fees
■■ Caregivers are allowed to spend more time delivering care to your
clients
■■ System will enable real time tracking of caregivers to allow assignment
of emergency visits to the caregiver in the best position to handle the
additional workload
■■ Reporting of actual individual caregiver mileage will be done by system and available in
report format for reimbursement
■■ Improved performance opportunities from analysis reporting capabilities available to analyze
performance
■■ CareRoutes solution can be a stand-alone solution or incorporated into existing the CMS, BPM,
or Billing platforms
■■ Automates the Scheduling process to reduce time spent by Scheduling Administrator and or
Caregivers
■■ Automates the Routing process to reduce time spent by Scheduling Administrator and or
Caregivers
■■ Optimizes the Routing of Caregivers to the clients home to reduce time and mileage
■■ Built in flexibility to allow Caregivers to re-assign client visits to a float pool when not able to
fulfill scheduled route
■■ Caregivers can be monitored in real time through their mobile devices which allows system
to assign emergency visits to the most appropriate caregiver based on proximity to client and
status of their current route time vs their schedule
■■ Maintains mileage records of each caregiver of the optimized routes and provides a mileage
report for each caregiver for any determined time frame based on the visits documented by
caregivers
■■ System has many configurable options to meet the specific needs of an organizations
processes
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